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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is producing a children's movie and wants a toy
company to create action figures based on the new movie The
project sponsor is concerned about possible cost implications
Which course of action should the project manager take?
A. Expand operations to manufacture the toys internally.
B. Hire a toy company to design and manufacture the toys
C. Create a joint venture with a toy company
D. Abandon the plan to create action figure toys to mitigate
costs
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have an Azure subscription that contains the following
resources:
* A virtual network that has a subnet named Subnet1
* Two network security groups (NSGs) named NSG-VM1 and
NSG-Subnet1
* A virtual machine named VM1 that has the required Windows
Server configurations to allow Remote Desktop connections
NSG-Subnet1 has the default inbound security rules only.
NSG-VM1 has the default inbound security rules and the
following custom inbound security rule:
* Priority: 100
* Source: Any
* Source port range: *
* Destination: *
* Destination port range: 3389
* Protocol: UDP
* Action: Allow
VM1 connects to Subnet1. NSG1-VM1 is associated to the network
interface of VM1. NSG-Subnet1 is associated to Subnet1.
You need to be able to establish Remote Desktop connections
from the internet to VM1.
Solution: You add an inbound security rule to NSG-Subnet1 and
NSG-VM1 that allows connections from the internet source to the
VirtualNetwork destination for port range 3389 and uses the TCP
protocol.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes

Answer: B
Explanation:
The default port for RDP is TCP port 3389. A rule to permit RDP
traffic must be created automatically when you create your VM.
Note on NSG-Subnet1: Azure routes network traffic between all
subnets in a virtual network, by default.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/trouble
shooting/troubleshoot-rdp-connection

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
C
D
B

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
DRAG DROP
Drag the characteristics of the traditional campus network on
the left to the most appropriate hierarchical network layer on
the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Access
Distribution
Core
Large-Building LANs
Large-building LANs are segmented by floors or departments. The
building-access component serves one or more departments or
floors. The building-distribution component serves one or more
building-access components. Campus and building backbone
devices connect the data center, building-distribution
components, and the enterprise edge-distribution component. The
access layer typically uses Layer 2 switches to contain costs,
with more expensive Layer 3 switches in the distribution layer
to provide policy enforcement. Current best practice is to also
deploy multilayer switches in the campus and building backbone.
Cisco Enterprise Architecture Model Core Distribution Access
Cisco Press CCDA 640-864 Official Certification Guide Fourth
Edition, Chapter 3
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